
The FLAT re-envisioning meeting 

Saturday November 13th 2010

 

Present: Ben, Dan, Max, Farid, Victoria, Rea, Krzysztof, Paras, Brain, Richard, Alisa, Zinta, Kerry, 
Finn

 

Ate delicious brunch with pankokas.  Played silly warm up games with weasels and imaginary non-
floating boats

 

What attracted you to the Flat?

Helping people, gaining mechanical skills, cool people, passing on skills to others, extension of 
craftiness, love of bikes, how the flat disseminates knowledge, encouraging cycling, empowering 
others, escape from school,  everyone contributes

 

Rulz

Set up rotating roles for the meeting and discussed how we will run it.

 

Mandate

- supporting bike-related projects and events -what we promote and what we don’t promote?

- we could decide on what groups we support on a case by case basis

- certain bike events, such as critical mass, are legally contentious

- the flat, without outright supporting certain causes, could be a used as a space for facilitating causes 
by others.

- As a diy bike space, we are inherently political

- We are also part of the mcgill student community, and such, we should decide how we represent 
ourselves as such.

- Its important to make the flat an inclusive space to people of varying political opinions

- Is it an either or issue; being political vs inclusive? maybe they are not so mutually exclusive, and we 
can find a middle ground.

- One form of politics is to try to breakdown oppressive tendencies, and make the flat more gender, 
queer, etc… friendly.

- The flat has had a past policy of non-involvement

Two ways by which the flat’s political nature is through 1) our external involvement 2)  the political 
nature of the flat

1) our external involvement can be seen as taking on three different forms

a) taking an official position

b) actively participating in movements (people)



c) contributions to external activities (donations of bikes or moneys) (materials)

- dealing with things on case by case basis will be very time exhaustive, and will eat up a lot of our 
weekly meetings.

- We could have a subgroup that deals with political involvement.

- Explicit decision making procedures?  with different people responsible for each of the above types of 
external involvement.

Political subcommittee (aka political committee aka PC)  that discusses possible involvement and 
related issues, and presents them for agreement before the collective

 

Proposal 1: a subgroup of the collective decides amongst themselves (outside collective meeting time) 
whether a political cause or event is worth getting behind, and then proposes it to the collective to vote 
on.

Consensus was reached regarding establishing such a process.

 

Proposal 2: to ad to the mandate a line that specifically states how we deal with political causes.  …. 
On a case by case basis

Does the mandate need this, does it already contain all the important info?

Will our decisions still be made the same way even with out changing the mandate

The additional line should specify that we decide on a case by case basis

Adding a line to our mandate that states that we are willing to support certain causes, and how we 
decided on this, would be a useful thing to be able to read for groups approaching us for support .

Political subcommittee will decide what such an additional line to the mandate will look like and 
propose it for voting at a future collective meeting.  Everyone agrees.

 

 

Power dynamics! Wooh!

2:15 o’clock.

Non-hierarchical isn’t in the mandate. the flat is a collective, which implies that.

Hierarchies develop over time. They could/should be broken down when noticed.

If someone fills a role out of necessity (and know more about that specific thing) having more power in 
that situation is okay.

More knowledge sharing needs to happen.

 

Calling people out constructively

-make it known that calling out happens so that people aren’t taken aback

put a sign on the wall that says NO BULLSHIT.

Let’s not write a constitution. Let’s make guidelines about how things could be done.



Calling out can happen publicly because it shows other people in the environment that 
negative/offensive/oppressive shit isn’t tolerated.

But that isn’t necessarily constructive for the person who is being called out. It can be really damaging 
and can cause the person to not feel welcome.

Set up a protocol for calling someone out?

Identifying the problematic behaviour rather than the person.

Should this be part of anti-oppression/orientation training?

Mise-en-situation/role-playing could be useful, as a pre-emptive exercise.

 

Identify the behaviour/action…

When you did this, it made me feel this.

Immediacy is important. It should feel casual. Anti-oppression happening in a similar way to how we 
share bike knowledge.

We need to follow-up with this.

Calling people out is f*ckin’ hard sometimes. ROLE-PLAYING. Definitely. Toolboxes. It takes 
practice.

 

We need a system to deal with internal collective issues

We do need to address it.

 

 

COLLECTIVE

What does a collective mean to you?

-non-hierarchical

-everyone has same amount of say in a decision

-everyone has same access to knowledge

-members come together to support the mandate/////

-amoeba-y orby group of people that changes and grows

-people who are putting time and effort into it should be able to shape it and determine its direction

-roles should not be exclusive

 

-difference between bottom-lining and monopolizing something

 

wiki to see all/various info pertaining to aspects of running the shop. Ideas. Finances. Schedule. 
Minutes.

Needs to be very accessible to everyone…which is what wikis are.



Check out goodlifebikes.ca, there’s a link to the wiki.

Should it be accessible to the public as well?

 

Roles

Sharing knowledge versus sharing tasks.

Rotating roles. People end up having to keep doing something even when they don’t want to.

Have lots of info on the wiki, except the schedule, to help people do new tasks/take on new roles.

Proposal: make a Flat wiki. Approved. It’s for knowledge-sharing. Brian will take on starting it up.

 

Checking in on roles…opportunity to share responsibility, letting people know that they want to give 
up the role or are okay to keep doing it.

Proposal: role check in every month. APPROVED.

 

Monthly or more regular financial updates.

 

Scheduling

Try out having volunteers schedule themselves, but then there’s an issue with privacy and balancing 
newer/older volunteers.

Privacy settings.

 

Buddies.

Finances. volunteer coordination. newsletter. web stuff, workshops, communications, ordering, SSMU 
liaison.

 

Social justice, media person, outreach coordinator.

 

Anti-oppression/orientation coordinator could work closely with the scheduler.

Could have awesome orientation session which is more participative.

 

Finances

Finn, Brian, Richard, Ben

 

Ordering

Krzysztof, Alissa, Max, Ben

 

http://goodlifebikes.ca/


Volunteer

Ben, Alissa, Rea, Max, Kerry, Brian

 

Social justice

Finn,rea,Kerry

 

Media person/communications

Paras Brian Zinta Farid

 

Outreach,

Victoria, alissa, Richard, max, rea

 

Workshops

Dan

 

Zine

Farid Richard Dan

 

Recycling

Ben (will share on google docs/ wiki)

 

Kerry – will ‘float’ to help in different places as needed

 

Put together the workshop handouts as a zine. And on wiki.

 

COLLECTIVE MEETINGS AND A-O IN MEETINGS

-Changes to collective meetings?

-Include mood-minding?

-Could be optional.

 

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP

-A collective member is someone who has come to at least one meeting?

-Someone on the googlegroups?

-Who gets to vote?



-How much consensus do we want?  Members present at meetings where

topics are brought up?  Absent members included?

-Logistical problems...

-Do we go back on decisions if someone objects to minutes? 

-Make agenda more collaborative, give notice on wiki

-How can members that cannot make meetings contribute to decisions?

-Members who contribute should have a say even if they cannot make

meetings

-Maybe have "collective members" and "voting collective members"

-We need to decide who gets to make decisions?  What information needs

to be distributed before we make decisions?

-Online doodle voting?  Pain in the butt?

-Discussions that happen at meeting are not always heard?

-Complicated issue......

-Case-by-case?

-Do we give weight to members based on their contributions?

-Do we restrict voting?

-Consensus is different from voting!  We work by consensus, need to hear

both sides and get "full" consensus 

-Flat's decision method should be transparent to public

-People who bring up controversial topics should actively distribute and

share information

-Lots of indecision... this will be revisited

 

INCLUSION FOR NEW MEMBERS

-How do we include new members?

 

KEYHOLDER LIST (detour, not on agenda)

-How do we decide on keyholders?

-RTM requires 3 months as an "active volunteer" to become keyholder

-Keyholder list is loosely based on EM list

-Maybe doesn't need to be formalized, just has to be vaguely defined

-People on keylist should be active as Key holders in opening and

closing the shop



-Keyholder should be a rotating role

-Don't want to exclude people on keylist who use it to work on their own

bikes off-schedule

-Keylist could be a "vouching" system

-We should purge inactive people on keylist, but give opportunity to

remain on keylist...

-Need to make sure we don't have an endless list, need to keep it to ~20

-Make list alphabetical to make it easier to track for SSMU

(or the ASDFASDFNHFJHASF and Mac Campus)

-Ben will clean up the keylist

-SSMU keeps records of who uses the key

-What formal criteria are we going to use?

-Send out email to keylist, if you don't respond you're gone.

-There is one spare key and Max has it (as of today)

 

RETABLING OF THE AGENDA FOR LACK OF TIME

-french in the flat

-hands off/anti-o

-pos and desk less intimidating

-library

-AGM

-what is expected from NVs

-hugs

 

Zinta and Krzysztof hug it out.

 

French in the Flat

-       let’s get the diagram translated in the next few weeks with that new volunteer

-       having a franco mechanic on every shift

-       Max will bottomline these things

-       Santropol has a French-English/English-French list of terminology, Sheldon Brown has 
one too

-       Richard has the French bike repair book from the Flat in his room but declined to go get it

-       Kerry has nice writing, so she will put it on the diagram



-       Farid will find all the French translations of signs in the Flat (they exist)

-       Our newsletter and call-outs should be bilingual, and we shouldn’t pin it on one franco 
member à we are getting the handbook translated right now, Zinta will translate the newsletters

-       Volunteer orientations in French, in the long term

-       French coordinator role to oversee what needs to happen & make it happen

-       SSMU has a Francophone commissioner, they may be useful – Max will contact them

-       Add to next newsletter – call-out for translation volunteers

 

Handz-off/Anti-O mural

-       mural or explicit signs about being 1) a safer space and 2) handz off

-       by the entrance so people see it when they come in

-       signage is easier to implement – the content of the sign we have is good but the 
presentation is not

-       signage committee

o      Zinta, Rea, Max

 

POS & desk less intimidating to new volunteers

-       needs to be cleaner – everyone has to pitch in to keep it clean!

-       Clearing up needs to be a regular part of the shift, remind space users to clean up after 
themselves

-       Volunteer roles exist so that volunteers don’t have to tell other volunteer roles what to do – 
do they need to be revised?

-       Ask other volunteers to help you do something, rather than telling them to do it

-       M role is useful to give new volunteers a grounded sense of what they’re doing

-       Could there be a better way of presenting the information on the bulletin board above the 
desk? It has been cleaned up recently

-       Focus on cleaning & relabelling the new parts area

-       Having more physical demonstrations around the shop demystifies parts, eg. Cut-out hub

-       Zinta wants to make a fabric spoke holder like Santropol, everyone moans in pleasure (?)

-       Proposal: think of new ways to organize this, this coming taskerade should be an 
Organizerade

Library

-       library cart that can wheel outside for waiting outside to peruse

-       lending list – but even with a good system it’s almost impossible to keep track/get back 
books

-       have specific reference books? Keep the maintenance manuals at the shop



-       library expansion – even just printing zines – if you want to see a zine in the flat, print it 
out and put it there!

-       Finn had Toronto Cyclist’s Handbooks in her bag from Bike Bike!

-       Proposal: In the next taskerade, designate specific reference books that are not to leave the 
Flat, apply to Campus Life Fund for funds for large lending library

-       Farid and Rea will bottomline

 

AGM

-       key words: annual and general (wisdom of Kerry)

-       meeting with volunteers & space users – social/business

-       Proposal: have a get-together with volunteers & space-users in the winter semester (third 
week of January) to collect ideas & receive feedback – maybe in the Thompson House

-       Partay committee – Victoria and Alissa and maybe Zinta

 

Volunteer Orientation & Training – what is expected, what is the time frame?

-       mandatory anti-o – what does this mean? Set up 8-10 times throughout semester for 
volunteers to attend, continue with volunteer orientation on Friday nights, provide with 
volunteer handbook & bike repair zine

-       booklets are a hassle to print, there is money in the budget to get them printed at a 
printshop

-       Victoria has a basic maintenance zine at home, she will report back about it

-       Farid’s project on compiling workshop handbooks will produce more in-depth, awesome 
zine

-       Zinta will get quote for 100 copies of volunteer handbook (70/30 English/French)

-       Mad propz to Rea for organizing Anti-O training

-       Pro to not scheduling new volunteers before they have taken both trainings: you get 
invested volunteers, they require less on-the-job training (which would be redundant)

-       One the reasons that we’ve had volunteers on shift before orientation in the past is because 
we just needed the people – keep this in mind – collective can change guidelines if necessary

-       Proposal: Volunteers will ideally attend both Flat orientation and anti-o training before 
their first shift, however, if this is not possible, anti-o training is mandatory and Flat orientation 
should be done at the soonest possible date.

-       Hands-off needs to be covered in anti-o training

 

Et cetera

- crazy tools/advanced mechanics workshops

- Richard loves us, if you want to learn new things, give him a shout



- informal knowledge shares are awesome

 

Bottom-lining

 

Kerry – making the sign in French, social justice work group, PP committee

Finn – Finance/SSMU liaison work group

Zinta – helping with anti-o/handz off signage, printing handbook, PP committee

Kryzsztof – ordering work group, drunk dialling Babac

Farid – money for a library, stealing a cart, outreach on campus with other campus groups, acquiring a 
more diverse student population, website/communication work group, finding French translations of 
Flat signs

Dan – compiling workshop zine, general work on workshop handouts

Rea – Flat library, Anti-O coordinator, handz off signage, outreach

Victoria – AGM planning & outreach

Richard – outreach stuff, helping with zine

Brian – wiki, vol & finance work groups, help with POS?

Alissa – rad librarian, pp committee, finance, outreach & volunteer outreach work groups

Max –  Max’s  Manly  Manifesto  (aka  The  Guidelines),  ordering  work  group,  French stuff,  beyond 
McGill outreach


